
A Multiple Month Account
from the Gu'abba Rest House*

by Niek Veldhuis — Groningen

The present article investigates the administrative processes behind multiple month
accounts of rest houses in Lagas. This will be done from two perspectives. First, the
flow of information will be analyzed by comparing the summary accounts with several
related text types (§ 2). Second, I will describe the administrative techniques by which
hundreds of single occasions are reduced to a brief list of summary expenses (§ 3). These
techniques include subsumption and conversion. By way of conclusion I will discuss the
administrative significance of the processes described (§ 4). Finally a transliteration and
copy of GIS 9 are provided with a short textual commentary (§ 5).

1. Introduction

The collection of cuneiform texts of the Groningen Institute of
Semitics counts 24 pieces, all but one unpublished1. The majority
of these tablets derives from the collection of De Liagre Bohl. They
were left behind, presumably as a teaching collection, when Bohl
moved from Groningen to Leiden. In the catalogue of the Bohl collec-
tion in the Netherlands Institute for Near Eastern Studies (NINO),
Leiden, these pieces are indicated with 'Groningen'. The Groningen
institute of Semitics collection (GIS) includes two Old Sumerian
cones, two Sin-käsid cones, two Old Babylonian dockets and a few
brick inscriptions. As usual, the majority of the pieces dates to the
Ur III period.

The tablet to be presented here is now numbered GIS 9. It still bears
the number 563, which is its number in the Liagre Bohl catalogue.
GIS 9 is by far the largest and most interesting among the Groningen

* This article profited enormously from corrections, suggestions, and critical commen-
tary by Walther Sallaberger, München. Without his encouragement and expert ad-
vice I would not have dared to venture into the jungle of Ur III studies. Needless
to say, responsibilty for opinions expressed here remains entirely mine.

1 See NABU 1994/64.
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pieces. It has five columns on each side. About two thirds of each
column are preserved. In this contribution I will discuss the admin-
istrative features of this and related tablets in the expectation that the
specialists in the field will evaluate the text in broader contexts.

GIS 9 is a seven-month account for the expenses of a rest house
(e2-kas4) in the province of Lagas. The date in the colophon is largely
broken, but may be reconstructed as Amar-Su'en 4. Previously pub-
lished multiple month accounts of rest houses were briefly studied by
Heimpel (1994, 16-20) in his study of the zi-gum2, and by Sallaber-
ger (1999, 299-300).

1.1 Accounts of the rest houses in Girsu, Gu'abba,
and Kinunir

Three rest houses in the province of Lagas are known: Girsu, Gu-
abba, and Kinunir. The colophons of the multiple month accounts
usually indicate to which of these guest houses they belong. Where no
such information is available, as in GIS 9, the account may be assigned
to one of the localities on internal grounds.

Table 1 summarizes the information from the colophons. Note the
following conventions:
— The tablet number/publication number is followed by an asterisk if the name of

the rest house is not preserved on the tablet. For the assignments see the ensuing
discussion.

— The summary accounts differ in the kinds of commodities that are recorded. This
information is found in the column 'commodities'. If the entry is in Sumerian, it is
taken from the colophon. If no colophon is preserved, or if the colophon does not
give such information, the commodities attested in the record are summarized in
English.

— The last column presents the colophon, with exception of the date formula. In a few
cases the tablet is divided into sections with names of responsible people in the sub-
script to each section. This is represented in the table by section numbers, followed
by the subscript.

la: Girsu
Table 1: Multiple month accounts: colophons

STA 8

Period

ii-x AS 5

Commodities

kas ninda
zid2 i3-gis

Subscripts/colophon

ku§dug3-gan GAR GAR GAR kas
ninda zid2 i3-gis

ur-dlama dumu ur-gar
dub u3-ma-ni
e2-kas4 sag4 gir2-sukl
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Ib: Gu'abba

MVN 17 42

GIS9*

TEL 46

MVN 5 233

TCTI I 875*

Toronto 6523

i-viii S 47

v— vii AS 4

viii— xi AS 4

i-xii SS 8

i-iv[...]

v-x[..J

vii-xii [...]

ninda zid2

beer, flour, oil,
animals

kas zid2 13

beer

beer, flour,
bread, oil

kas zid2 13

kusdug3-gan GA.GA.RA ninda
zid2

(date) lugal-KA-gi-na

1: dub ur-dnin-mug sukkal kas4
u3 ad-da dumu ab-ba

2: dub ur-dnin-MAR.Ki
colophon: sag4

 ku§dug3-gan
e2-kas4

sag4
 ku§dug3-gan-na kas zid2 i3

e2-kas4 sag4 gu2-ab-baki

dub ur-dnanse dumu ur-dig-alim
u3 ur-dnin-mug dub-sar

giri3 Iu2-nam-tar-ra

zi-[ga] kas4-ke4-rne?1

sag4 gu2-ab-baki (traces)

[...]

[ku§dug3]-gan GAR GAR ninda kas
zid2 i3

zi-ga giri3 kas4-ke4-ne
sag.4 gu2-ab-baki-ka
dub ur*dlama dumu Iu2-ba-ba6

Ic: Kinunir

MVN 6 255 xii S31-
xiS32

kas I: 0
2: dub ur-sag9-ga sagga
3: dub ka5-<a>-mu
4: dub ur-dba-ba6 dumu i3-kal-la
5 : dub lu2-URU x GAN2tenu^ dumu

ur-dnin-barag
colophon: kas kas4-ne sag4 ki-

nu-nirki

ki NAR Iu2-lunga-ta

2 See Heimpel (1994, 16 with note 34).
3 Museum number 915—35—8. This tablet is to be published by Marcel Sigrist, in the

second volume of Ur III texts from the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM II). I wish
to thank Marcel Sigrist for giving me permission to use his transliteration.
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HLC35
(Plate 45)/
ASJ 2 205

iv-xi AS 3;
ix-x AS 5

beer, flour, oil,
animals

1 : dub al-la dumu nam?-zi
2: dub ur-dba-ba6 dumu un-i!2
colophon: ku§dug3-gan GA.GA.RA

a-kal-la sukkal kas4
sa§4 ki-nu-nirkl

Id: Unknown

TCTI I 893

TCTI 1 1021
+ 1022

TEL 63

[...]

[...]

[...]

beer, bread,
flour, oil,
animals, fish,
vegetables

beer, bread,
flour, oil,
animals, fish,
vegetables

beer, flour, oil,
fish

[...]

[».]

[...]

Heimpel (1994, 17-20) has argued that summary accounts from
the three different rest houses may be distinguished on the basis of the
monthly amount of barley for the equids of the zi-gum2 (road-sta-
tion). According to this author the amount for the district of Gu'abba,
which includes the road stations Hurim, Asun, and Gu'abba, is 3 gur.
Heimpel's point is weakened, however, by Toronto 652 (Gu'abba).
This text has monthly sections which list the amounts of fodder for
the zi-gum2 for each of the three road-stations. Two such sections
are preserved, in both cases the month name is lost. In one month
they each receive 0,3.0 (rev. i 1Γ-13'), in the other 1,0.0 (rev. iii 3'-
6'), corresponding to a total for the district of Gu'abba of 1,4.0 and
3 gur respectively. Both these amounts appear in recently published
monthly accounts of deliveries for the zi-gum2 road-stations of Gu-
abba4. The amount of barley for the anse-zi-gum2 in Gu'abba is
thus less stable than it appeared to Heimpel on the evidence available
to him.

This same line of reasoning led Heimpel to attribute TCTI I 1021 +
to Girsu, and TCTI 893 to Kinunir. This, however, is unlikely. The

4 TCTI II 3179 (-/vi/-): 1,0.0 for each of the three road stations; TCTI II4015 (-/xi/-):
0,3.0 each.
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two texts share many features5 not found in other multiple month
accounts of the e2-kas4. A further text of this type is TEL 636. It is
more than likely that all three come from the same rest house, though
which one remains unclear. Further prosopographic analysis may
eventually clarify this point.

Sallaberger (1999, 299-300) has argued that the accounts of the
rest house of Gu'abba mix expenditures for monthly offerings and
those for the travellers, whereas in Girsu these two categories are dealt
with separately. This argumentation leads to the conclusion that TCTI
I 875 and GIS 9 are from Gu'abba. Both texts report monthly offer-
ings to dSul-pa-e3 and Gu3-de2-a. The expenses for the Amorite AN.
ID.NI.IG in TCTI I 875 strengthen this conclusion. Heimpel demon-
strated that this person appears in texts that come from Gu'abba
(Heimpel 1994, 17-18). Heimpel's reasoning here is supported by the
new Gu'abba text Toronto 652, which also includes expenses for the
Amorite AN.ID.NI.IG. No such entries are preserved in GIS 9.

In one of the subtotals in GIS 9 (v 09) we find a person ur-dnin-
mug sukkal kas4, co-responsible for the tablets of the months v-
vii. This same name (ur-dnin-mug dub-sar) is found in the same
function in the colophon of TEL 46 (Gu'abba)7. Yet, the two tablets
are relatively far apart in time (AS 4 and SS 8), and it is not at all
certain that the same individual is meant.

2. The flow of information

Multiple month accounts were composed for and kept in the central
archive in Girsu. The summary tablets are based on day-to-day tablets.
The flow of information from the single tablets to the summary ac-
counts may be reconstructed by comparing several tablet types: the
summary accounts, tags of tablet containers and related documents8.

2.1 The ku§dug3-gan tags
The colophons of multiple month accounts typically indicate that

they summarize the contents of ku§dug3-gan bags. These bags were

5 In particular rations of fish and vegetables, and provisions for Iu2-kiri6, sipa u r
and en-n u. The texts are very similar in structure (monthly sections for k a 84 did li-
me; sag4-gal anse zi-gum2; and nig2-siskur2-ra).

6 This fragment was drawn to my attention by Walther Sallaberger. It is likely that it
can be joined to either TCTI I 893 or TCTI I 1021 + 1022.

7 See also TCTI I 993 (SS 8), discussed below § 2.1.
8 See Heimpel (1994, 16).
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probably used as postal bags, to transport the day-to-day records to
the central archive. The ku§dug3-gan bags also appear in a group of
tags that belong to the administration of the e2-kas4. An example is
TCTII 842 (-/Ü/SS8):

1 ku§dug3-gan sag4-bi Bags containig
2 su-ga kas zid213 'the replacement' of beer, flour, and oil.
3 e2-ka$4 Rest house
4 sag4 gir2-sukl within Girsu.
5 dub ur-dlama sabra e2 Tablets of Urlama, supervisor of the house.
6 dub ur-ni9-gar Tablets of Urnigar
7 u3 ur-dlama and Urlama,
8 dumu ab-ba-mu the son of Abbamu.
9 giri3 Iu2-kal-la By way of Lukalla.

10 iti gud-ra2-NE-mu2-mu2
11 mu ma2-gur8 mah ba-dim2 ii Su-Suen 8
Seal: Iu2-kal-la / dub-sar / dumu ur-dnanse

The tags are always sealed9. The name on the seal never corre-
sponds to a name preceded by the sign DUB. For that reason DUB is
read dub here rather than kisib3.

It is unlikely that the ku§dug3-gan tags were used to seal the bags
during transport. If the bags were sealed, such seals would be broken
after arrival in order to use the contents of the bag. The survival of
such seals is unlikely. It is more probable that the extant ku§dug3-gan
tags sealed boxes or baskets in which the day-to-day records were kept
after being summarized in the central archive. This is indicated more
clearly in the oldest tag (MTBM 249):

1 pisan dub-ba tablet box
2 sag4 ku§dugrgan containing the contents of bags
3 erkas4 sag4 gir2-suki from the rest house within Girsu
4 irgal2
5 iti ezem-ddumu-zi-ta'°
6 iti se-i!2-la2-se3
7 iti 7-kam
8 mu us2-sa ki-maskl ba-hul vi—xiii Sulgi47

The personal names in the tags and their functions may be used to
clarify the multiple month accounts. All exemplars known to me are
summarized in the following table (all examples from TCTI I and II,
unless otherwise indicated)11.

9 The only exception is the atypical tag MTBM 249, which is much older than the
other exemplars.

10 MTBM has iti d dumu-z i -ka , but that is no doubt a typo for -ta.
1' A cursory survey of the most important publications of Girsu tablets did not yield

more examples. I am quite convinced, however, that they exist.
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Table 2:
2a Girsu

MTBM
249

863

990i4

995

997

836

837

4713

dub

[...]

[dub ur]-ni9-gar

dub ur-dnun-gal
u3 Iu2-dnin-
gir2-su

dub ba-zi u3 ur-
ni9-gar

[dub I]u2-dnin-
gir2-su sabra
e2 u3 ba-zi

dub Iu2-dnin-gir2-
su sabra e2 u3

ba-zi

dub ur-dJama
dub ur-ni9-gar u3

Iu2-ddumu-zi
dub-sar

giris

012

giri3 Iu2-dnin-
gir2-su dumu
ba-zi

giri3 lugal-ti-ra-
as2-se3

giri3 lugal-ti-ra-
as2-se3

[giri3 Iu2)-kir4-zal
dumu na-mu

giri3 Iu2-kir4-zal
dumu na-mu

Ju2-kaJ-Ja

seal

Iugal-ti-ra-as2-se3

dub-sar dumu
na-mu13

Iu2-dnin-gir2-su
dub-sar dumu
ba-zi

Iugal-ti-ra-as2-se3

dub-sar dumu
na-mu

Iugal-ti-ra-as2-se3

dub-sar dumu
na-mu

ur-dnin-MAR.Ki
dub-sar [dumu
lug]al-rusum-
gal?H5

illegible

Ju2-kaJ-Ja dub-
sar dumu ur-
dnanse16

date

vi— xii
S47

-/AS7

-/AS8

viii/AS8

xi/AS8

i/SSI

v/SSI

vi/§SJ

12 In line 2 read giri3 kas4
!(Du)-ke4-ne. This, however, is not a regular giri3 entry,

but rather takes the place of e2-kas4 in other tags ('beer, flour, and oil for the roads
of the runners'). The same expression is found in Toronto 652, similarly in the slot
where e2-kas4 is expected. Reading and interpretation of TCTII 863 were suggested
to me by Walther Sallaberger.

13 See Fischer (1997, 167 no. 41).
14 No place name preserved.
15 See Fischer (1992, 74 no. 2).
16 See Fischer (1997, 173 no. 9, with page 153 note 345).
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843

864 17

991

842

841

dub ur-ni9-gar
dub Iu2-ddumu-zi

U3 ur-dlama
dumu ur-gar

dub ur-ni9-gar
dub Iu2-ddumu-zi

u3 ur-dlama
dumu ur-gar

dub ur-dlama
sabra e2

dub ur-ni9-gar u3
ur-dlama dumu
ab-ba-mu

dub ur-dlama
sabra e2

dub ur-ni9-gar u3
ur-dlama dumu
ab-ba-mu

dub ur-dlama
sabra e2 u3 ur-
dlama dumu
ab-ba-mu

Iu2-kal-la dumu
ur-dnanse

giri3 Iu2-dba-ba6
dumu dutu-
bar-ra

0

giri3 Iu2-kal-la

giri3 Iu2-kal-la
dumu ur-
dnanse

Iu2-kal-la dub-
sar dumu ur-
dnanse

Iu2-dba-ba6 dub-
sar dumu dutu-
bar-ra ra-gaba

Iu2-dba-ba6 dub-
sar dumu
lugal-iri-da

Iu2-kal-la dub-
sar dumu ur-
dnanse

Iu2-kal-la dub-
sar dumu ur-
dnanse

VÜ/SS3

xii/SS3-
viii/SS4

viii/SS7

Ü/SS8

ix/SS8

2b Gu'abba

840

839

858

993

dub /7w-wr2-di[M]

dub «w-wr2-di[M]

dub >?w-wr2-diM

dub ur-dnanse u3
ur-dnin-mug

0

0

0

0

Iu2-us2-gi-[na]
dub-sar

gu3-de2-a ensi2
lagaski, lu2-[ ],
sag-[ ], [ir,,-
zu]

[= seal of 839?]

ur-dnin-MAR.Ki
dub-sar dumu
Iu2-dna-ru2-a

i-ii/AS8

iii/AS8

vii/AS8

vi-x/SS8

17 No place name preserved.
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2c Kinunir

1002 dub a-kal-la 0 Iugai-lu2-sag9-
sag9 dub-sar
dumu nimgir-
sag4-kus2 [ ]

i-ii/AS8

The tags may be used to analyse the administrative practice through
a discussion of the terms dub and giri3. Both terms appear in the
tags as well as in the summary accounts.

The ku§dug3-gan tags typically include between one and three en-
tries introduced by dub. Each entry has one or two names. This corre-
sponds to the global structure of GIS 9. The tablet has two subtotals,
both with a subscript:

Month v—vii (col. v)
9 dub ur-dnin-mug sukkal kas4

10 u3 ad-da dumu ab-ba

Month viii-xi (col x)
4' dub ur-dnin-MAR.Ki

Similarly an account from the e2-kas4 in Kinunir (HLC I 35
[plate 45]) is subdivided into a section summarizing the tablets of Alia
in AS 3 and a section summarizing the tablets of Ur-Baba in AS 5.
The second Kinunir text (MVN 6 255) is divided into 5 sections of the
following structure:

amounts of beer
sag4 ku§dug3-gan N-kam
dubPN

The two sections in GIS 9 and HLC I 35 (pi. 45) may thus corre-
spond to two bags of tablets summarized on a single multiple month
account. Similarly, the dub-sections in the tags refer to the separate
bags in which the tablets were delivered. Some tags sealed containers
in which the contents of several bags were kept.

The structure of GIS 9 shows that the multiple dub-entries in the
tags refer to people responsible in subsequent periods of time. The
names connected by u3 in a single dub-entry must refer to people who
were co-responsible. In many cases the second person appears as the
first responsible a few years later (see table 2).

Most probably the people mentioned under dub are local admin-
istrators, under whose supervision the day-to-day accounts were writ-
ten. Table 2 shows that the tags group prosopographically according
to their provenance. Akalla, who is mentioned in the Kinunir tag,
appears in the colophon of HLC 35 and is known from Kinunir mes-
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senger texts in the zi-ga function (see Sallaberger 1999, 300-301). A
further prosopographic analysis of the persons mentioned in the dub-
function is promising, but cannot be provided in the present context.

Interestingly, we have a tag and a summary account that partly
cover the same period, and come from the same rest house in Gu'abba:

TEL 46 (colophon; col. vi) TCTII 993
sa§4 ku§dug3-gan-na kas zid2 13 ku§dug3-gan sag4-bi su-ga kas zid2 13
e2-kas4 sag4 gu2-ab-baki e2-kas4 sag4 gu2-ab-baki

dub ur-dnanse dumu ur-dig-alim dub ur-dnanse
u3 ur-dnin-mug dub-sar u3 ur-dnin-mug
giris Iu2-nam-tar-ra
i-xii SS 8 vi-x SS 8

Seal: ur-d-nin-MAR.Ki / dub-sar / dumu Iu2-
dna-ru2-a

The tag covers a period that is significantly shorter than that of the
summary account. In the year SS 8 Gu'abba produced enough day-to-
day accounts to fill at least three tablet baskets. The people responsible
administratively (dub) are identical in both texts.

The most important difference between the colophon and the tag is
the absence of the giri3 function in the tag. In fact, none of the tags
from Gu'abba and Kinunir include the giri3 function. Table 2 shows
that most of the tags from Girsu do include a giri3 entry most often
identical with the sealer.

In order to understand the giri3 entry in the tags we may first look
into the giri3 function in messenger texts. The question is: is the func-
tion of the giri3 entry the same in these related categories of texts? In
messenger texts goods are usually distributed without a 'conveyor' or
giri3. Rations for 'highland people' (NIM), however, are often, though
not always, followed by a giri3 entry. A typical example is TCTI I 666
(-/i/-) lines 1-12:

5 sila3 kas DU lugal
3 sila3 zid2-gu
1 id-gur2 i3 sag4 iri rations (for staying) in the city
1 dug dida DU
5 sila3 zid2 kaskal-se3 rations for travelling
su-ma-ma dumu nu-banda3 for Sumama, son of the captain
0,0.3 kas DU lugal
0,0.3 dabin
1 sila3 i3-gis
NIM si-ma-as-ki-me rations for the highland people of Simaski
giris su-ma-ma dumu nu-banda3 conveyor was Sumama, son of the captain,
susumkl-se3 du-ni when he went to Susa

Very probably the rations for NIM people are accompanied by a
giri3 entry not because the highland people are low-ranking, or be-
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cause they were in need of supervision (McNeil 1971, 66-67), but
simply because they are at a considerable distance from the e2-kas4.
The runner or messenger who performs the giri3 function temporarily
assumes the responsibility for the goods issued, until they arrive at the
place of destination. In TCTI I 640 the NIM sa-bu-umkl-me receive
rations without a giri3 being involved, apparently because they were
actually present in the rest house to accompany Abu-ilum the ensi2
of Sabum mentioned a few lines before.

The giri3 entries in the Girsu tags cannot possibly refer to the same
function. In a period of several months there must have been numer-
ous conveyors bringing rations to NIM people or other recipients.
Moreover, in the daily records most rations did not even require a
conveyor. The person who performed the giri3 function in the Girsu
tags was probably responsible for issuing the rations. From the point
of view of the central administration he is the middle man, ultimately
responsible for the arrival of the goods at the correct place. The seal
of this person on the tags confirmed that the contents of the tablet
boxes were faithfully recorded in the summary account.

This may explain why the Gu'abba and Kinunir tags do not include
a similar giri3 entry. The responsible functionaries resided in their
local institutions, and thus were not able to seal the tags personally in
Girsu. We only find the name of the person who was responsible for
the accounting (dub). It is not clear as yet who the persons were who
did seal these tags, or in what relation they stood to the central admin-
istration on the one hand and to the local rest houses on the other.
They may have been controlling officials of the central administra-
tion18. Again, further prosopographic analysis may clarify this point.

2.2 Daily accounts
The multiple month accounts summarize the data found in daily

accounts. The majority of such daily accounts are messenger texts.
It is impossible to link rations for common messengers to individual
messenger texts, because such rations are only recorded in summary
fashion per month. We must assume that the scribe used a draft to
make the additions from the individual tablets. No such intermediate
computations are known to me. They were either destroyed, or not
written on clay.19

18 The bullae of the e2-kas4 of Umma were sealed by Lukalla, the chief comptroller
(see Pomponio 1992).

19 For evidence on such intermediate computations see e.g. Sallaberger (1992, 133) on
PDT 802.
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Some of the multiple month accounts do include details on rations
for NIM people, or other non-regular rations. So far, no exact matches
have been found between such entries in daily records and the sum-
mary accounts. In general structure we may compare daily record
TCTII 666, quoted above (§ 2.1), and a similar section in Toronto 652

[rations of beer, flour, and oil]
NIM si-ma-as-ki-me
giri3 ur-dda-mu sukkal
si-ma-as-ki-se3 du-ni

rations for the highland people of Simaski,
conveyor was Urdamu, the messenger,
when he went to Simaski

The comparison with the daily record shows that Urdamu's own
rations are not included here. They are subsumed in the preceding
summary section of runners (kas4 didli-me). Only special rations,
for which a special responsibility had to be assumed, are listed sepa-
rately instead of being summarized under a general heading.

For the ritual sections in the summary accounts we may compare
month in GIS 9 (column viii) with HLC 178 (plate 104)20. HLC 178
is date to month of an unknown year. It is a daily account of ritual
expenses.

HLC 178 (-/x/-)
1 0,0.3 kas sig5

2 0,1.2 käs DU
3 0,0.2 dabin
4 6 sila3 zid2-dub-dub
5 3 sila3 nig2-ar3-ra imgaga3

6 5 sila3 i3-gis
7 dsul-gi pa4-enkudkl-se3 gin-na
8 0,0.1 5 sila3 käs DU
9 0,0.3 kas sig5

10 ki-an-na
11 0,0.3 kas sig5

12 0,1.0 kas DU
13 |sila3 i3-gis dug3

14 nig2 ezem-ma? ud 2-kam dsul-gi
15 iti amar-a-a-si

GIS 9 viii
01' 0,0.1 5 sila3 kas s[ig5]
02' 0,1.0. kas DU
03' 0,0.3 dabin
04' 6 sila3 zid2-dub-dub
05' 4 sila3 nig2-ar3-ra imgaga3

06' 5 sila3 irgis
07' es3-es3 pa5-enkudki

08' 0,0.1 5 sila3 kas sig5
09' 0,0.3 kaS DU
10' es3-es3 ki-an-na
11' 0,0.3 kas sig5

12' 0,1.Okas DU

13' es3-es3 ezem-ma

14' 5 sila3 kas sig5

15' 0,0.1 kas DU
16' es3 gi6-zal dsul-gi
17' [se-b]i 1,4.3 3^ sila3

18' [i3-b]i [x x] 5 sila3

19' zi-ga didli

20 For this tablet see Sallaberger (1993, 291 f.) and the collations by Maeda, ASJ 2 214.
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HLC 178 and GIS9 viii01~13'21 refer to the same (yearly) occa-
sion^), though not in the same year because the amounts are slightly dif-
ferent. Sallaberger (1999, 300) has argued that in different months and
years regular offerings were provided by different institutions. Therefore,
HLC 178 and GIS 9 col. viii do not necessarily belong to the same admin-
istrative unit. In any case the text illustrates the kind of source material
that the scribes used to draw up multiple month accounts.

3. Administrative reduction of data

The main result of a multiple month account is the grand total just
before the colophon. In GIS 9 col. χ we read:

06' su+nigin2 30 udu
07' su+nigin2 5 ma§2
08' su+nigin2 85,2.2 2 sila3 se gur
09' su+nigin2 0,1.2 of sila3 6 gin2 i3-gis

The enormous mass of data recorded in numerous daily records
over a period of seven months has been reduced to just four lines.
This reduction is accomplished by two techniques: subsumption and
conversion.

3.1 Subsumption of occasions and commodities

The multiple month accounts differ from each other in their general
make-up. GIS 9 has a summary section for the expenses for the runners
(kas4 didli-me) as the first entry in every month, and then continues
with the cultic expenses and finally the fodder for the donkeys of the
road-station (anse zi-gum2). At first sight STA 8 is very different. This
text begins with a long section enumerating different types of rations
(mostly consisting of beer, bread, and oil) and the number of men (gu =
rus) that received them (subscript sukkal Iu2-kas4

! [copy DU] u3 Iu2
didli-me: 'couriers, runners, and various persons'). It is followed by a
section listing important people (including sons of the king, sagina's,
etc.) who visited the e2-kas4 and the amounts of the commodities they
received (subscript lost). Finally there is a month-to-month account of
the cultic expenses (subscript zi-ga nig2-diri). Although STA 8 and
GIS 9 thus differ in their organization, they accomplish the same thing.
The fact that no important people are listed in GIS 9 does not mean that
no such occasions took place. They are presumably subsumed under

21 GIS 9 included many more cultic occasions for month χ than HLC 178. The list
begins in column vii and continues through the broken first half of column viii.
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kas4didl i-me, which may then more appropriately be translated 'vari-
ous travellers'. The same holds true for the NIM people. In TCTII 875,
MVN 5 233, and Toronto 652 a summary amount for kas4 didli-me is
followed by separate entries for NIM people. In TCTI I 875 the totals of
kas4 didli-me and NIM people are summarized under kas4-me (v 06
etc.). In GIS 9 these preliminary computations have been made pre-
viously. All rations to persons are subsumed under kas4 didli-me.

We may see similar processes in the commodities listed. GIS 9 does not
list amounts of ninda or zid2. This is remarkable because the messenger
texts routinely list rations of beer, bread or flour, and oil. TCTI I 875
lists rations in ninda, zid2, dabin, etc. to NIM people. In the summary
sections, however, these are added up and represented as su+nigin2
7,0.3 7 sila3 dabin ninda gur (ii 35) or su+nigin2 8,3.1 4 sila3 zid2
ninda gur (v 02). We may conclude that the dabin entries for kas4
didli-me in GIS 9 include the ninda and zid2 rations. Similarly, the
entry 0,0.1 zid2-dub-dubinTCTII 875iv21 does not recur separately
in the totals in v 07-13. Instead, it is included in the total for dabin,
which has the same barley-conversion rate22.

The differences between the multiple month summary texts are thus
at least partly apparent. They agree in that all expenses are finally to
be reduced to a short list of totals. How this is done, which commodi-
ties and which categories of people are subsumed under one heading,
and what stage of intermediate computation is represented on the tab-
let depended upon factors as yet unknown.

3.2 Conversions
Throughout GIS 9 two types of conversions are computed: one for

oil and one for beer, flour and barley. The converted values are indi-
cated by i3-bi and se-bi respectively. The one for oil is straightfor-
ward: 1 id-gur2 (ladle)23 of oil represents 2 gin2. For instance (col ii):

7 87 i3 id-gur2
8 i3-bi 2| sila3 4 gin2

This is the regular id-gur2 measure used in the messenger texts.
Messengers usually receive either 1 id-gur2 or 2 gin2 of oil. The two
expressions appear to be equivalent24.
22 For the barley conversion rates see below § 3.2.
23 The reading id-gur2 (< itqüru) for A2.GAM was suggested by M. A. Powell in RIA 7,

503.
24 See Lafont, DAS p. 43; McNeil (1971, 179-180) noted the existence of an id-gur2

of 4g in 2 and other capacities. He rightly concluded that these explicit indicators
denote a deviant id-gur2 measure.
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The expenses of beer, dida-beer, and dabin-flour are converted
into barley units. For instance (col ii):

3 4,0.0 l sila3 kas DU gur
4 26 dug dida DU
5 5,4.1 3 sila3 dabin gur
6 se-bi 11,2.5 4 sila3 gur

Conversion rates for various kinds of flour and grain have been by
computed by Hrozny (1913, 95-97, for beer see also 148) and En-
glund (1990, 83-87; 1991, 269; 272)25. They were widely used in Ur III
bookkeeping. The extant additions in GIS 9 match when the following
conversion table is used:

1 sila3 dabin/zid2/ninda = 1 sila3 se
l sila3 kas DU = 1 sila3 se
1 sila3 kas sig5 =1.5sila3se
1 dug dida DU = 20sila3se
1 dug dida sig5 = 30sila3se

The conversions of kas and dida are particularly useful, because
they allow the comparison of the value of the various rations in the mes-
senger texts. The rates listed above may be applied to the other multiple
month accounts. Particularly instructive is MVN 5 233 (Gu'abba). Here
DU (regular) and sig5 (quality) are used interchangeably with banmin
(2 ban2 = 20 sila3) and banes (3 ban2 = 30 sila3) respectively26. As
one may see in the table above, banmin and banes indicate the equiva-
lent in barley of 1 dug dida DU and 1 dug dida sig5. The banmin
and banes indications in MVN 5 233 for kas DU and kas sig5 are less
transparent. However, they display the same value ratio of 1:1.527.

In MVN 5 233 three out of four monthly totals match when the
above conversion table is used. The exception is the last one (r. i 39
se-bi 5,1.2 2 sila3 gur, as against a computed value of 5,3.2 2 sila3,
difference of 0,2.0). There is apparently an error here28.

25 A comprehensive study of such equivalencies by J.-P. Gregoire was announced in
Englund (1991, 272 note 24).

26 The banmin/banes notation, is used consistently in MVN 6255 (Kinunir).
27 It should be noted that the terminology for dida in Umma is different. See Yoshi-

kawa (1988, 240-241).
28 There is another error in the grand total (rev. iii). It does not match the addition of

the monthly totals. Most additions in the other multiple month accounts match,
too. They use additional conversion rates, to be found in the studies by Englund
cited above. The main exception is STA 8. This text (or its hand copy) is apparently
erratic. The subtotals do not match the individual entries and seem to bear no rela-
tion at all to the final grand total.
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4. The administrative significance

The conversions listed in § 3.2 allowed the scribe of GIS 9 to bring
down his grand total to just four categories: sheep, goats, barley, and
oil. It should be noted that se-bi values are not used for oil or other
commodities unrelated to barley. In other words, the barley value had
not evolved into all-purpose money in the modern abstract sense of the
word. Presumably, the e2-kas4 stations received amounts of barley, oil
and animals from the provincial authorities. The conversions of actual
expenses into barley made it possible to compare debit and credit.

The multiple month accounts of the e2-kas4 did not list all the costs
that were made in a rest station. The e2-kas4 had a staff and this
staff received rations, too, but these expenses were recorded separately
(Sallaberger 1999, 307-315). The expenses noted in the multiple
month account are presumably those that were made on behalf of the
central provincial government. This reconstruction of the administra-
tive reality behind our texts may elucidate the enigmatic term su-ga
in the ku§dug3-gan tags. The tags typically begin as follows:

ku§dug3-gan sag4-bi Bag containing
su-ga kas zid2 13 replacement of beer, flour, and oil.
e2-kas4 Messenger station
sag4 gu2-ab-baki within Gu'abba.

The beer, flour, and oil is administratively returned to the central
administration by returning the daily tablets on which the use of these
commodities was accounted for. The expenses for travellers in the
e2-kas4 of Gu'abba were administratively regarded as expenses of
the central administration. The colophons of the multiple month ac-
counts run largely parallel to the ku§dug3-gan tags (see § 3.1) but they
do not include the term su-ga. The fact that the goods recorded here
first went out to a local rest house, and were later returned administra-
tively in the form of day-to-day accounts is not relevant anymore.
From the point of view of the central administration, these are simply
expenses.

5. GIS 9: Summary account of the e2-kas4 of Gu'abba

5.1. Structure of GIS 9

GIS 9 consists of seven monthly accounts, summarizing the
contents of numerous messenger texts. Each monthly account is ar-
ranged for different kinds of expenditures:
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Fig. 1: GIS 9, obverse
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kas4 didli-me
zi-ga didli
sag4-gal anse zi-gum2

(expenses for) various travellers
various expenses (for cultic purposes)
fodder for the donkeys of the road station

The expenses for the couriers consist of various kinds of beer and
flour, oil, and animals (sheep and goats). The monthly entries for the
kas4 didl i-me are not specified per courier, but provide totals only.
The cultic entries contain approximately the same kinds of goods.
Here, however, every occasion is listed separately. The fodder entries,
finally, record a monthly standard amount of 3 g u r of barley.

There are two subtotals: one for the first three months, and one
for the remaining four. Both subtotals have subscripts indicating the
person(s) responsible for the tablets summarized. The subtotals have
the same internal organization as the monthly accounts, with separate
totals for couriers, cultic expenses, and fodder. Only in the final grand
total all similar expenses are added up.

5.2 Transliteration of GIS 9
Girsu: -/v-xi/AS4
16.5 χ 12.4x4 cm.
Month v: runners

Column i
01 [5udu 1 masj
02 [0,0.1 kassigs]
03 [3,2.0 l k s] DU gur

20 larl dug dida DU
4,3.3 l sila3 dabin gur

04
05

ritual
11 10gin2i.rgis
12 0,0.1 kas-sig5

13 es3-es3 lugal
14 Γ1 Ί dug dida sig5

15 6 sila3 zid2-dub-dub
[break]

[fodder]
Column ii
01 [iti mu]nu4-gu7

Month vi: runners
02 Γ5] udu 1 mas2

03 4,0.0 1 sila3 k s DU gur
04 26 dug dida DU
05 5,4.1 3 sila3 dabin gur
06 se-bi 11,2.5 4 sila3 gur

06
07
08
09
10

16
17
18
19
20

07
08
09
10

se-bi 9,2.0 7 sila3 gur
56 i3 id-gur2

irbi l| sila3 2 gin2

0,0.1 4sila3 i3-gis
kas4 didli-me

4 sila3 nig2-arrra imgaga3
dsul-pa-e3

0,0.1 kas sig5

0,0.1 zid2-gu
gu3-de2-a

87 i3 id-gur2

i3-bi 2| sila3 4 gin2

0,0.1 4^ sila3 i3-gis
kas4 didli-me
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0,0.1 kas sig5
10gin2 i3-gis
es3-es3 lugal
1 dug dida sig5
6 sila3 zid2-dub-dub
3 sila3 nig2-ar3-ra imagaga3

ritual
n
12
13
14
15
16
[break]

[fodder]
Column iii
01 blank

Month vii: runners
03 2 udu 3 mas2
04 4,0.4 8 sila3 kas DU gur
05 201a2-l dug dida DU
06 3,4.3 l sila3 dabin gur
07 se-bi 9,1.41a2-l sila3 gur

ritual
12 0,0.1 kas sig5
13 10gin2i3-gis
14 es3-es3 lugal
15 4 udu 1 sila3 i3-gis
[break]

Column iv
01 0,0.1 dabin
02 gu3-de2-a ensi2
03 5 sila3 i3-gis
04 lugal ki-an-na-se3 gin-na

fodder
08 3,0.0 se gur
09 sag4-gal anse zi-gum2
10 blank
11 iti ezem dsul-gi

Month v — v i i : subtotals runners
12 blank
13 su+nigin2 12 udu
14 su+nigin2 5 mas2

[break]

subtotals ritual
Column v
01 su-nigin2 1,3.0 kas DU gur
02 su-nigin2 0,0.1 1 sila3 nig2-ar3-ra

imgaga3
03 su-nigin2 0,0.4 8 sila3 dabin

17 dsul-pa-e3
18 0,0.1kassig5
19 nig2-dab5 ud-sakar ud f
20 0,0.3 kas sig5
21 [ S]E

02 iti ezem ddumu-zi

08
09
10
11

16
17
18
19

05

06
07

15
16
17

04

05
06

46 i3 id-gur2
i3-bi 1^ sila3 2 gin2
0,0.1 3sila3 irgis
kas4 didli-me

0,2.5 kas sig5
1,3.0 kas DU gur
1 dug dida sig5
dsul-gi eze[m-ma / tus-a]

se-bi 2,4.0 9 sila3
(erasure between 2,4.0 ad 9 sila3)
i3-bi if sila3
zi-ga didli

su+nigin2 0,0.1 kas sig5
su+nigin2 11,2.5 kas DU^ur
rsu-nigin2 64 dug1 [dida LJ]

se-bi 3,2.4 gur
(followed by partly erasd GUR)
su-nigin2 2 sila3 i3-gis
zi-ga didli
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subtotal fodder
07 su-nigin2 9,0.0 <se> gur 08

first subscript
09 dub ur-dnin-mug sukkal kas4 10

Month viii: runners
11 2,1.28sila3ka§DUgur 14
12 8 dug dida DU 15
13 3,4.2 4sila3 dabin gur 16
[break]

[ritual]
[fodder]

sag4-gal anse zi-gum2

u3 ad-da dumu ab-ba

se-bi 6,3.3 2 sila3 gur
3 [udu]
8 si[la3 i3-gis]

Reverse
Column vi
01' blank

Month ix: runners
03' Γ2,4.4.Ί [9 sila3 ka]s D[U gur]

Γ12Ί dug di[da DU]
4,0.5 2 sila3 dabin gur
se-bi Γ7\4.4! 1 sila3 gur
3 udu

04'
05'
06'
07'

ritual
12' 0,0.1 kassigs
13' 10gin2irgis
14' es3-e§3 lugal
15' 1 dug dida sig5

[end of column]
[fodder]
Column vii
ΟΓ iti mu-su-d[u7]

Month x: runners
1,4.4 k s DU gur
26 dug dida DU
1,4.3 dabin g[ur]
0,2.0 se sag4-gal gud niga
se-bi 5,4.5 gur

02'
03'
04'
05'
06'
ritual
11' 0,0.1 kassigs
12' 10gin2i3-gis
13' es3-es3 lugal
14' 1 dug dida sig5

[end of column]

07'
08'
09'
10'

15'
16'
17'
18'

02' ΓίαΊ e[zem dba-ba6]

08'
09'
10'
.11'

16'
17'
18'

0,0.1 3-sila3 i3-gis
30 i3 id-gur2
i3-bi 1 sila3
kas4 didli-me

6 sila3 dabin
3 sila3 nig2-ar3-ra imgaga3
d§ul-pa-e3

3 sila3 i3-gis
66 i3 id-gur2
i3-bi 2 sila3 12 gin2
kas4 didli-me

6 sila3 zid2-dub-dub
3 sila3 nig2-ar3-ra imgaga3
dsul-pa-e3
0,0.1 kas sigs
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Column viii
ΟΓ 0,0.1 5 sila3 kas s[ig5] 11'
02' 0,1.0 k s DU 12'
03' 0,0.3 dabin 13'
04' 6 sila3 zid2-dub-dub 14'
05' 4 sila3 nig2-ar3-ra imgaga3 15'
06' }sila3 i3-gis 16'
07' esres3 pa5-enkud(zAG.HA)ki 17'
08' 0,0.1 5 sila3 kas sig5 18'
09' 0,0.3 kas DU 19'
10' es3-es3 ki-an-na

fodder
20' 3,0.0 s[e g]ur sag4-gal anse zi-gum2

[end of column]

Month xi: runners
Column ix
01' 5,4.Γ1Ί [l sila3 dabin gur] 04'
02' se-bi 10,0/0 la^l1 [silaj 05'
03' 9sila3 10 gin2 irgi[s] 06'

ritual
07' 0,0.4 5 sila3 kas sig5 11'
08' 0,0.4 5 sila3 dabin 12'
09' se-biO,1.525sila3 13'
10' gu3-de2-a ensi2

Month vii i — xi: subtotals runners
14' su+-nigin2 11 udu 19'
15' su+nigin2 0,0.4! kas sig5

16' su+nigin2 1 dug dida sig5 20'
17' su + nigin2 9,2.0 5 sila3 kas DU gur 21'
18' su4-nigin2 70 dug clida nu 22'
[end of column]

subtotals ritual
Column χ
01' rzi-gadidir

subtotal fodder
02' su+nigin2 10 Ia2-l,0.0 se gur 03'

second subscript
04' dub ur-dnin-MAR.Ki 05'

Grand total
06' su-fnigin2 30 udu 09'
07' su+nigin2 5 mas2

08' su+nigin2 85,2.2 2 sila3 se gur 10'

0,0.3 kas sig5

0,1.Okas DU
es3-es3 ezem-ma
5 sila3 kas sig5

0,0.1 kas DU
es3 gi6-zal dsul-gi
[se-b]i 1,4.3 3? sila3

[i3-b]i [χ χ] \ sila3

zi-ga didli

54 i3 id-gur2

i3-bi if sila3 8 gin2

kas4 didli-me

blank
iti se-KiN-kud
blank

su-fnigin2 15,3.5 '71 [sila3]
dabin gur

su-fnigin2 0,2.1 se
[s]e-bi 30,3.0 2 sila3 gur
[ ] » ? [ J

sag4-gal anse zi-gum2

blank

su+nigin2 0,1.2 6g sila3 6 gin2

i3-gis
blank space
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Colophon
1 sag4 ku§dug3-gan
12' e2-kas4
13' [i]ti munu4-gu7-ta
14' [iti] se-KiN-kud-se3

15' [iti]
16' [ ] Wh1 gal / / [ dnann]a
[one line lost]

5.3 Textual comments
5.3.1 The kas4 didli entries

The structure of GIS 9 implies a significant amount of redundancy.
Additions are made in two ways: the monthly se-bi totals add up dif-
ferent barley-related commodities according to their conversion rates.
The su-nigin2 entries give the totals of each of the commodities over a
number of months. The su-nigin2 entries are then again totalled in a
se-bi entry. We may represent this structure in two-dimensional tables
(see below) which allow for the reconstruction of many broken items.

There are three su-nigin2 sections: one for the months v—vii, one for
the months viii-xi, and one for the grand total. The listings of the subto-
tals are divided into three sections: travellers (kas4 didli-me); cultic ex-
penses (zi-ga didli); and animal fodder (sag4-gal anse zi~gum2). The
su-nigin2 totals for cultic expenses are badly preserved. The ones for
animal fodder are rather uninteresting, because the standard amount of
fodder is always 3,0.0 se. Those for the travellers allow the reconstruc-
tion of almost all individual entries. In the tables below a (+) indicates
that the entry represents the addition or conversion of preceding entries
(se-biandi3-bi).

Table 3:

udu

mas2

kas sig5

käs DU

dida DU

dabin

(+) se-bi

i3 id-gur2

(+) is-bi
irP

V

[5]

[1]
[0,0.1]

[3,2.0 1]

19

4,3.3 1

9,2.0 7

56

I |s2g
0,0.1 4

vi

5

1

0

4,0.0 1

26

5,4.1 3

11,2.54

87

2|s4g

0,0.1 4

vii

2

3

0

4,0.4 8

19

3,4.3 1

9,1.39

46

I ± s 2 g

0,0.1 3

§u-nigin2

12

5

0,0.1

11,2.5

[64]

[14,2.1 5]

[30,1.4]

[189]

[6 s 18 g]

[0,0.4 l£]

s = sila3 g = gin2
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The reconstructed entries for kas sig5 and k as DU for month v
may be checked by using the conversion table to compute the se-bi
total. The addition matches. It is remarkable that the two oil entries
(id-gur2 and is-gis) are not added up. They hardly represent different
kinds of oil, because they are finally both subsumed under is-gis in
the grand total in χ 09'.

The reconstruction of the kas4 didl i-me entries in the second half
of the tablet is less complete. In particular for the oil entries informa-
tion is missing.

Table 4:

udu

kas sig5

dida sig5

kas DU

dida DU

dabin

se

(+) se-bi

i3 id-gur2

(+)i rbi

ij-gis

viii

3

0

0

2,1.28

8

3,4.2 4

0

6,3.3 2

[ ]

[ ]

8s

ix

3

[0]

[0]
Γ2,4.4Ί [9]

12

4,0.5 2

[0]
7,4.4! 1

30

1 s

Φ

χ

0

0

0

1,4.4

26

1,4.3

0,2.0

5,4.5

66

2 s l 2 g

3s

xi

[5]

[0,0.4]

[i]

[2,1.08]

[24]

5,4.1 [1]

[0,0.1]
Γ9,4.5 91

54

l f s 8 g

9s 10g

su-nigin2

11

0,0.4!

1

9,2.0 5

70

15,3.57

0,2.1

30,3.0 2

[ ]

Π

[211s]

s = sila3 g = gin2

The su-nigin2 entry for kas sig5 must be read 0,0.4! (line ix 15')
to make the se-bi addition match. Similarly, the se-bi entry in ix
must be read 7,4.4! 1. In both cases the sign for 4 (ban2) has indeed
four horizontals, but the final horizontal is missing.

Since we cannot reconstruct the zi-ga didli totals we cannot relate
the tables above to the grand total in column x.

5.3.2 The zi-ga didli entries
The zi-ga didli entries all refer to cultic and festive occasions. The

following occasions are attested:
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Occasion Month
es3-es3 lugal monthly (not in xi)
dSul-pa-e3 monthly (not in xi)
Gu3-de2-a (ensi2) monthly
nig2-dabs ud-sakar ud 15 vi
dSul-gi eze[m-ma tus-a] vii
lugal ki-an-na~se3 gin-na vii
es3-es3 pa5-enkudkl χ
es3-es3 ki-an-na χ
es3-es3 ezem-ma χ
es3 gi6-zal dSul-gi χ

Where the text is extant the first three festivals are attested each
month, except in xi where only one festival is recorded (Gu3-de2-a
ensi2). The others appear only once. Discussions of all these festivals
may be found in Sallaberger (1993, chapters II.6 and VII).

In month xi the zi-ga didli section is exceptionally short, includ-
ing only the offering to Gu3-de2-a. Moreover, the usual entry sag4-
ga lansez i -gum 2 i s missing. One might entertain the possibility that
only part of month xi is accounted for here. However, no such state-
ment is made in the colophon29, and the amounts of grain and oil
issued in the kas4 didli-me section are even higher than average.
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